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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2014. Hardback.
Book Condition: New. 242 x 164 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. If global society is to address the many
environmental and other sustainability challenges that
confront us in the twenty-first century, such as climate change
and water resources, it will be necessary to make significant
changes in our patterns of consumption, production, and
distribution. There is a growing realization that while changes
in production and distribution are formidable, the proposed
solutions may not succeed unless it is possible to persuade
individuals and households to change their patterns of
consumption to make them more sustainable. However there
are significant differences in how key disciplines such as
psychology, neuroscience, economics, politics, sociology,
anthropology, and history conceptualise consumption,
empirically test their theoretical predictions, and use these to
inform policy-makers across the private, public and third
sectors on how to make consumption more sustainable. This
book contains chapters from world-leading experts in these
different disciplines that seek to explain the perspectives on
sustainable consumption of their disciplines, suggest how these
might be further enriched by taking on board some of the
findings from other disciplines, and consider what this implies
for new policies to address...
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Extensive information for book fans. It is writter in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O tis Wisoky-- O tis Wisoky

This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS
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